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Some factors influencing interobserver variation in
classifying simple pneumoconiosis
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ABSTRACT Three experienced physician readers assessed the chest radiographs of 743 men from
a coal mining community in West Virginia for the signs of simple pneumoconiosis, using the ILO
U/C 1971 Classification of Radiographs of the Pneumoconioses. The number of films categorised
by each reader as showing evidence of simple pneumoconiosis varied from 63 (8.5%) to 114
(15-3%) of the 743 films classified. The effect of film quality and obesity on interobserver
agreement was assessed by use of kappa-type analytic procedures for measuring agreement on

categorical data. Poor film quality and obesity both affected agreement adversely. Poor quality
films were disproportionately frequent in obese individuals, as defined by the Quetelet index. On
control of film quality by stratification, the effect of obesity on interobserver profusion agreement
was no longer evident.

Disagreement between observers on the interpreta-
tion of chest radiographs for the pneumoconioses
has been reported.'-3 The United States Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 (PL-95-164)
called for miners with "evidence of
pneumoconiosis" to be transferred, without loss of
pay, to areas where dust concentrations are main-
tained at less than 1 mg/m3 of respirable dust. Of the
three means of providing evidence of
pneumoconiosis (chest radiography, biopsy, or nec-
ropsy), the chest roentgenogram is of primary
importance. Thus it is clearly important that the
radiographic evidence of pneumoconiosis is reliably
interpreted.
One factor that would seem to interfere with con-

sistent radiographic interpretation is poor film qual-
ity. When Liddell compared discrepancies among six
readers on the best and worst quality radiographs
from 11 coal miners, he concluded that poor film
quality did not significantly affect variability in film
reading.4 Several studies by Reger and his colleagues
addressed the impact of film quality on consistency
of interpretation. In the first the authors evaluated
the results of three experienced radiologists'
interpretations of 2337 radiographs and found only
a trivial effect of poor quality on observer consis-
tency.2 In the second interobserver consistency was
adversely affected by poor film quality (especially by
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underpenetrated films).5 Finally, Musch et al found a
significant adverse effect of poor film quality on
agreement between three readers in classifying chest
radiographs from 1771 taconite workers for
pneumoconiotic changes.6

There is some evidence that radiographs from
obese individuals are more likely to be poor in qual-
ity. One study found an indirect relation between
chest thickness (measured at maximum inspiration)
and radiographic quality.4 The author concluded
that "there are some subjects, especially those with
thick chests, in whom it is difficult to get technically
good films, and it is in these that the effects of poor
technique probably affect the accuracy of reading of
pneumoconiosis most." Another study related the
proportion of unsatisfactory quality films to the sub-
jects' weight/sitting height (W/H) ratio, and found
this proportion to increase with increasing W/H
ratios.' This trend held true for three separate
measures of technical quality (density, contrast, and
definition). It is the purpose of this investigation to
delineate the impact of film quality and obesity on
interobserver agreement in classifying radiographs
for the profusion of small opacities seen in
pneumoconiosis.

Materials and methods

To ascertain the prevalence of pneumoconiosis in
residents of Mullens, a small mining town in West
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Virginia, three experienced physicians (NIOSH-
certified B-readers) independently interpreted the
chest radiographs of 392 coal miners and 351 non-
miners. The readers used the extended, 12-point
scale of the profusion classification of the ILO U/C
1971 International Classification of Radiographs of
the Pneumoconioses.8 For reference during reading,
they used the standard radiographs for the
classification scheme. The readers assessed overall
radiographic quality by use of the following scale:
(1) good, (2) fair, (3) poor, and (4) unreadable.
Obesity was assessed by means of the Quetelet
index (w/h2). Since we wished to evaluate inter-
observer agreement on major categories of profu-
sion of combined small opacities (rounded or irregu-
lar opacities less than 1 cm in diameter or width), on

completion of the readings we combined the sub-
categories of profusion into major categories as fol-
lows:

Major category Subcategory

Category 0 0/-, 0/0, 0/1
Category 1 1/0, 1/1, 1/2
Category 2 2/1, 2/2, 2/3
Category 3 3/2, 3/3, 3/4

Interobserver variation was analysed using the
method for the analysis of multivariate categorical
data described in Landis and Koch,9 0 using the
supporting programming for this analysis." The
Kappa type measure of agreement used in this
analysis summarises the standardised interobserver
agreement on profusion (number per unit area) of
simple opacities, classified as categories 0, 1, and 2
and 3. When the degree of abnormality in a popula-
tion is low, two (or more) readers would be expected
to agree on most classifications by chance alone.
This standardised agreement index (K) corrects
observed agreement among readers for that
expected by chance, and is commonly defined as: K

= (Of. - fe)/(0 - fe), where 7r. = observed agree-
ment and Te = expected agreement. With complete
agreement, K = + 1; values between 0 and + 1 indi-
cate agreement greater than or equal to chance
agreement; values less than 0 indicate agreement
less than chance would predict. Contrasts of kappa
values are discussed in Landis and Koch9 10 and may
be readily computed within the scope of the comput-
ing framework outlined in Landis, Stanish, and
Koch." l

Results

The three readers classified from 8-5% to 15-3% of

the radiographs as showing evidence of simple
pneumoconiosis (table 1). Most of the differences
between readers occurred in the use of profusion
categories 0 and 1. Interobserver pairwise agree-
ment (agreement between reader pairs on individual
radiographs) shows that readers B and C agreed
more closely than did either with reader A (table 2).
On comparing Kappa values, this difference was
statistically significant (p < 0.0001). All three read-
ers coincided on the profusion classification (major
category) of 87-8% (652) of the radiographs. When
this observed agreement is adjusted for that
expected by chance alone, the resultant kappa value
is 0-60 (SE = 0.04).
To evaluate the effect of film quality on inter-

observer profusion agreement, use of the film qual-
ity scale by the readers was examined. As table 3
shows, no two readers used the scale in a similar
manner. While none of the readers used the
"unreadable" category, most of the disagreement
between readers occurred on distinguishing "good"
from "fair" quality. Therefore, these two categories
were combined, and the radiographs were separated
into two groups based on defining satisfactory qual-
ity radiographs as those which received no rating
less than "fair" from the three readers. Of the 743
radiographs, 91-9% (683) met this criterion. An
unsatisfactory quality radiograph, then, has a rating
of "poor" quality by at least one of the readers.

Contrast of interobserver joint agreement-that

Table 1 Profusion classifications by reader

Major profusion category
Reader 0 1 2 & 3

%(n) %(n) %(n)

A 84-7 (629) 8-7 (65) 66 (49)
B 89-8 (667) 51 38) 51 (38)
C 91-5 (680) 3-2 24) 5.3(39)

n = 743.

Table 2 Interobserver pairwise profusion agreement

Reader pair Obs Exp K SE

A and B 0-8896 0-7678 0-5245 0-0419
A and C 0-9058 0-7811 05697 0-0431
B and C 0-9556 0-8259 0-7450 0-0396

n = 743.

Table 3 Film quality classifications by reader

Reader Film quality category

Good Fair Poor
%(n) %(n) %(n)

A 77-4 (575) 19-5 (145) 0-1 (1)
B 7-5 (56) 89-4 (643) 3-1 (22)
C 40 9 (303) 54-1 (383) 5-0 (35)

n = 743.
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is, agreement between all three readers-on the pro-

fusion of small opacities between radiographs of
satisfactory and unsatisfactory quality shows the
kappa statistic to be significantly greater (p < 0.01)
for radiographs of satisfactory quality (table 4). If at
least one of the readers classified the radiograph
quality as "poor," agreement on the interpretation
of profusion on those radiographs is adversely
affected. This finding also holds for each reader pair.
The effect of obesity on consistency of profusion

categorisation was evaluated by contrasting inter-
observer agreement on radiographs from subjects in
the lower four and upper quintiles of the sample's
Quetelet index distribution (using the 80th percen-

tile, 29*7 Kg/M2, as an arbitrary cut point). The
upper quintile would be expected to contain most of
the obese (as well as heavily muscular) members of
the Mullens sample. The mean Quetelet index value
for the lower four quintiles was 25*2 Kg/M2; the cor-
responding value for the upper quintile was 32-8
Kg/iM2. This latter value would be equivalent to a
relative weight about 140% and 130% of the
"desirable" weight for men of medium and large
frame sizes, respectively, based on the Metropolitan
Life Insurance tables.'2 A statistically significant dif-
ference (p < 0.01) is shown in interobserver joint
profusion agreement on radiographs from the two
groups defined in terms of their Quetelet indexes
(table 5). A similar difference was seen for each pair
of readers.

Since the adverse effect of obesity on inter-
observer profusion agreement may be a result of

MVusch, Higgins, and Landis

confounding by film quality, this possibility was

evaluated. For the individuals in the upper quintile
of the Quetelet distribution, 12.3% had unsatisfac-
tory quality radiographs. The corresponding figure
for those in the lower four quintiles was 6-9%. This
difference exceeds that expected by chance (X2 =

3-89; p < 0.05). The effect of obesity, then, could be
due to poorer film quality in obese individuals'
radiographs. On control of film quality by
stratification, there is no significant effect of obesity
on interobserver agreement (table 6).

Discussion

We found substantial differences between the three
readers in their classification of the profusion of
combined, small opacities on 743 radiographs. If we
define evidence of pneumoconiotic changes on the
radiographs as profusion category 1, 2, or 3 the pre-
valence of these changes varied from 8.5% (reader
C) to 15-3% (reader A). While this almost twofold
range is less than the over threefold range (7.0-
23.0%) of pneumoconiosis prevalence determined
by three readers in another study,6 it provides clear
evidence of interobserver variation in classifying
radiographs for pneumoconiosis. Such variation
would be especially disconcerting to workers seek-
ing medical evidence to substantiate a request for
transfer or disability compensation.
Most of the discrepancies between readers occur-

red in discriminating between major profusion
categories 0 and 1. Category 0 refers to the absence

Table 4 Interobserver joint profusion agreement by fdm quality

Film quality No Obs Exp K SE

Satisfactory 683 0-9019 0-7297 0-6370* 0-0378
Unsatisfactory 60 0-6000 0-3687 0-3664 0 0909

*p < 0-01, for the comparison of Kappa values from the readers' assessment of satisfactory and unsatisfactory quality radiographs.

Table 5 Interobserver joint profusion agreement by Quetelet index level

Quetelet index Not Obs Exp K SE
percentile

s80 590 0-9136 0-6919 0-7194* 0-0381
>80 146 0-8425 0-7417 0-3902 0-1046

*p < 0-01, for the comparison of Kappa values from readers' assessment of radiographs of subjects below and above 80th percentile of Quetel
index distribution.
tInformation on weight or height was missing on seven subjects.

Table 6 Interobserver joint profusion agreement by Quetelet index level on radiographs ofsatisfactory quality

Quetelet index No Obs Exp K SE
percentile

80 549 0-9271 0-7204 0-7394* 0-0410
>80 128 0-9141 0-7893 0-5921 0-1110

*p > 0-20, for comparison of Kappa values from readers' assessment of satisfactory quality radiographs of subjects below and above 80th
percentile of Quetelet index distnbution.
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of opacities or presence of opacities less profuse
than category 1, whereas category 1 shows small
opacities present but few in number. Even though
standard, mid-category radiographs were available
for reference, the readers had the most difficulty in
deciding on the proper profusion category for radio-
graphs showing minimal changes that may or may
not be due to pneumoconiosis. When-faced with dis-
tinguishing between category 0, which includes
opacities present but less profuse than category 1,
and category 1, which is reserved for opacities that
are few in number, the reader's decision is
influenced by past training, experience, and
attitudes toward minimal radiographic change.
The finding that obese individuals' radiographs

had a greater proportion of poor quality films is con-
sistent with information on causes of poor radio-
graphic quality. Density and contrast, two important
factors that influence radiographic quality, are both
affected by the thickness of tissue through which the
x ray must pass.'3 On analysing interobserver
agreement on good quality radiographs from sub-
jects in the lower four and upper Quetelet index
quintiles (table 6), the significant effect of obesity
evident in table 5 is no longer present. Poor film
quality, then, is the cause of reduced interobserver
agreement on obese individuals' radiographs.
Our study provides support for other studies56

that have found an adverse effect of poor film qual-
ity on the consistency of interpretation by multiple
readers. It is important to note that factors other
than film quality contribute to observer variation.
These include conditions of the reading place (light-
ing, surroundings), observer fatigue, and subjective
factors such as differing perceptions of
abnormality/normality. Whereas some interobserver
variation is to be expected, it is important to identify
factors that both influence reliability and are amen-
able to control. Film quality, we contend, is such a
factor.
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